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Abstract

Many organizations desire the convenience of using mul-
tiple notations within a requirements specification. Rather
than using separate tools for each notation, we advocate
combining the parts semantically for tool-based analysis.
We describe a framework for integrating notations from four
distinct categories, namely, “models”, “events”, “action-
s”, and “expressions”. The categories allow us to view the
notations independently, but in a manner whereby they can
be combined to create a specification. The categories are
implemented as types in higher-order logic. Typechecking
ensures conformance to the rules for combining notations.
Our choice of higher-order logic as a base formalism allows
the framework to support notations with uninterpreted con-
stants. With our framework, it is possible to use new combi-
nations of notations without changing existing notations or
rebuilding formal analysis tools such as model checkers.

1. Introduction

Many organizations and individuals use different nota-
tions for expressing requirements of different aspects of a
system. DeMarco’s structured analysis methodology is an
early example of an integrated collection of informal no-
tations [20]. Some languages, such as the Requirements
State Machine Language (RSML) [32], the Software Cost
Reduction (SCR) language [27], and the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) [40], can be viewed as collections of no-
tations. The ability to use multiple notations allows a spec-
ifier to choose the notation most appropriate for describing
each aspect of a system’s behaviour. For example, tables
are often a more natural choice for describing decision log-
ic than a state diagram. In this paper, we describe a frame-
work for creating formal analysis tools for multi-notation
specifications.

Notational approaches usually begin with a new concept
for the representation of a particular type of behaviour or
structure. However, the approach requires additional ele-
ments to create a language for describing all aspects of a
system. For example, the variants of statecharts [22] are
all based on the central concept of representing complex
state behaviour in terms of hierarchical, concurrent state-
transition diagrams. Some differ on peripheralmatters, such
as the notations used to specify transition labels. Rather
than being able to “plug in” a different notation for transi-
tion labels, a new variant was created. In our framework, we
view these component notations independently and provide
the ability to “plug in” notations to create new combina-
tions of notations, and the analysis tools for multi-notation
specifications.
Because some analysis properties rely on information

described in different notations in a specification, there is
a need for analysis to span multiple notations. Supporting
analysis tools have generally been developed for the com-
plete approach, rather than maintaining the independence
of the central concept from the additional elements (e.g.,
[25, 31]). These tools do not typically provide the user with
the option to substitute one set of additional elements for a
different set. Instead, tool support has to be created for each
new composite of multiple notations. While an organization
will likely wish to adopt a fixed collection of notations for a
particular project, different combinations will be appropri-
ate for various projects.
Building formal analysis tools, even for a single nota-

tion, is a time-consuming task. Translation into the input
notation of an existing analysis tool is a common approach
either for a single notation ([6, 5, 8, 4, 25]) or for multiple
notations ([43, 7, 38]). Translation bridges the gap between
notations developed for their readability and comprehen-
sibility, and notations developed because they can be ana-
lyzed. A translator must be created for each new notation,
and for each additional analysis tool. The translator is soft-
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ware that has to be checked for conformance with the se-
mantics of the notation. Also, there is often a mismatch be-
tween the expressiveness of the requirements notation and
the analysis tool’s input notation. For example, many au-
tomated tools accept only specifications with finite state s-
paces. This mismatch requires that the translation includes
an abstraction step.
Our framework consists of a set of standard interfaces

that capture the semantic information needed about individ-
ual notations to analyze multi-notation specifications. As a
starting point, we concentrate on model-oriented, function-
al requirements notations where multiple parts of the spec-
ification do not describe overlapping behaviour. A model-
oriented notation is one that contributes to the description of
a system in terms of a relationship between a current state
and its immediate successor(s). There are automated formal
analysis methods, such as model checking [14], that apply
to specifications in these notations.
As statecharts have formed the basis for many model-

oriented requirements methodologies, we begin by teasing
apart the components of the statechart notation. We find ex-
pressions, events, and actions, which are all used to label
transitions. We also need a name for the overall governing
state-transition part; we call this a model. Statecharts are an
example of a notation that belongs in the model category.
We create standard, independent interfaces for each of these
“categories” (expressions, events, actions and models). The
interface describes the semantic information that a notation
should provide. A notation that provides the information as-
sociated with a particular category is considered a notation
of that category. The semantics of a particular notation may
rely on the interface provided by a notation in another cate-
gory. For example, the meaning of a statechart depends on
the meaning of the event notation used. We call these slots,
where one notation can be combined with another notation,
join points1. With these interfaces, we make notations inde-
pendent of each other, but still able to depend on the fixed
interface supplied by another notation. The insights in this
paper lie in the choice of elements for the interfaces.
As an implementation environment for our framework,

we use higher-order logic (hol). The categories are de-
scribed as types in hol. Notations are embedded in hol in a
form that meets the requirements of a category’s interface.
The meaning of the multi-notation specification is its mean-
ing in hol, which can be subjected to analysis. We work
with hol outside of a theorem proving environment, and ap-
ply automated analysis to our multi-notation specifications.
In hol, we find a number of desirable features. First,

there is a type system that enforces the interfaces. If the
1We borrow this term from subject-oriented programming, where it is

used to describe constructs in source code that could be used as the basis
for integrating subjects in subject-oriented programming [23]. The term
“join point” was first used by W. Harrison and H. Ossher at an aspect-
oriented programming workshop in October 1996 [34].

interfaces are used correctly (i.e., the specification is well
typed) then the multi-notation specification is well defined
and can be analyzed. Second, hol is a general-purpose for-
malism for writing the semantics of notations. The cate-
gories restrict only the type of the semantics, not their style.
Third, we can evaluate the semantics directly using sym-
bolic functional evaluation to produce input for automated
analysis without needing to write a translator [18]. Fourth,
hol is an expressive “intermediate” formalism for linking
with a range of automated analysis tools. The representa-
tion of the notation in hol is equivalent to its original form
– no abstractions are applied in the embedding process. Be-
cause hol is expressive, it places few limits on the types of
analysis that can be performed. For example, we can apply
model checking of a finite state system, but also theorem
proving, and other future analysis techniques. Finally, hol
is a logic that can itself be used as a notation, allowing the
use of uninterpreted constants in a specification.

By looking at these categories generally, we find interest-
ing combinations that might not have been tried. For exam-
ple, logical expressions, including uninterpreted constants,
can be used as expressions in a statechart. An uninterpreted
constant is a symbol that has a type, but no definition. Unin-
terpreted constants are useful for maintaining a high level of
abstraction in a specification and filtering non-essential de-
tails. The analysis performed is valid for any definition of
the uninterpreted constant. While uninterpreted constants
are a source of incompleteness in a final specification, they
are useful in incrementally building specifications. With an
analysis method that supports their use, specifications can
be analyzed before they are complete.

After introducing our notation and some terminology, we
present a motivating example for the use of multiple nota-
tions, including uninterpreted constants, in a specification
of a heating system (Section 4). Section 5 describes the cat-
egories: models, events, actions, and expressions. This sec-
tion describes the use of the categories and treats the types
as opaque in order to show how notations can be combined
in new and interesting ways. In Section 6, we move under
the hood and describe the semantic information a notation
must provide to be an element of a category. It is beyond
the scope of the paper to show how the semantics in this for-
m can be used directly as input to analysis, but references
to this work, and a brief discussion of how the framework
has been used in real-world examples, are found in Sec-
tion 7. These examples are separation minima for aircraft,
and an aeronautical telecommunications network. Alterna-
tive approaches are discussed in Section 8, and Section 9
concludes the paper.



2. Description of our notation

We use the notation S [30], a variant of the higher-order
logic used in the HOL theorem prover [21], as the basis
for our framework. S includes facilities for the declaration
and definition of types and constants similar to Z [41]. It
serves as both a specification notation, and as the notation
in which to write our semantics. Readers not familiar with
higher-order logic can consider it similar to a typed, func-
tional programming language with quantifiers, and with un-
interpreted constants. In this section, we briefly introduce
the features of S that are used in later sections.
An S specification is a sequence of statements, declaring

or defining types and constants. In our framework, the cat-
egories are described as types in S that initialize our tool.
When these types are used in multi-notation specification-
s, the S typechecker will flag non-conformance to rules for
using notations in combination.
Type expressions of the form, int -> int, describe

functions. Type expressions of the form, int # int, de-
scribe tuples. Type expressions of the form, (int)list,
indicate the parameterized type list is instantiated with
the type int., Type expressions are used in type decla-
rations (prefixed by a “:”), constant declarations and def-
initions. They are also used in type abbreviations, e.g.,
:time == num;. The names of the categories of nota-
tions are all type abbreviations for more complex types de-
scribed in the sections on the semantics.
Constant definitions are given using the := operator, as

in x:=1;. A constant declaration is the name of a constant
followed by a type expression as in y:num;.
In constant and type declarations and definitions, we

use type variables to indicate the sources of polymorphis-
m in the type. Type variables, if any, are given in a paren-
thesized list that prefixes the declaration or definition. In
constant declarations, and definitions, type variables pre-
fix the constant name, as in (:ty) id (x:ty) := x;,
for the identity function. In type declarations, definition-
s, and abbreviations, the type variables follow the “:”,
but precede the type name. In the type abbreviation
:(ty)exp==config->ty;, the type variable ty can
be instantiated by any type; in particular, (bool)exp is
equivalent to config -> bool.
We have written our descriptions in verbatim font be-

cause, with only minor exceptions for clarity, these are ex-
actly the input to our tool.

3. Configurations

A configuration is a representation of the values of the
variables of the system at a given time. More typically, this
is called a state, but because of the confusion with states

of a state-transition system notation, we use different termi-
nology. A configuration can be thought of as a “snapshot”
of the dynamic behaviour of the system [29]. In a model-
oriented notation, all expressions are considered relative to
a configuration.
In an operational semantics for models, we reference on-

ly two particular configurations: the current and next con-
figurations. The type config represents configurations,
and we use the parameter names cf for the current config-
uration, and cf’ for the next configuration.
Variables are mappings from configurations to values.

For the most part, the semantic of notations are able to hide
this detail from the specifier by applying the configuration
argument in the semantics, rather than in the specification.
Higher-order functions, i.e., functions that take other func-
tions as arguments, allow us to pass variable names around
even though they are actually functions.
In Section 6.2, we will see that expressions, including

variables, are functions of configurations. Therefore, ex-
pressions of constant value, such as 5, must be “lifted” to
make them functions of configurations. The function C is
the lift operation for constants and is defined as the constant
function:
C x cf := x;

A preprocessor could insert the needed applications of C in
front of constant values, but in our examples, we make its
use explicit.

4. Example

In this section, we present a motivating example of a
heating system specification loosely based on an example
found in Booch [9]. We use statecharts, notations for events
and actions, as well as decision tables, and higher-order
logic to specify the behaviour of the system. We use the
term “statecharts” to mean hierarchical, concurrent state-
transition diagrams. In our framework, these statecharts can
be combined with any event and action notations.
The heating system consists of a controller, a furnace,

and multiple rooms, which operate concurrently. The stat-
echart describing the behaviour of a room is found in Fig-
ure 1. Every element of the room is parameterized by a
room identifier, i, so the system can be instantiated with
any number of rooms. The parameter i is the room iden-
tifier. This parameterization is possible without extending
the semantics of statecharts because we use S as a base for-
malism [3]. There are two states that a room can be in: one
where it has requested heat (HEAT_REQUESTED), and one
where it has not requested heat (NO_HEAT_REQUESTED).
Before it requests heat, it attempts to adjust the valve posi-
tion until it is fully open. The syntax, event / action, labels
each transition with an event and an action. The event event
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NO_HEAT_REQUESTED i

T9 i: [ NOT ( tooCold i ) ]

T8 i: [ tooCold i ] / adjustValve i

T14 i: [ NOT ( tooHot i) ]

HEAT_REQUESTED i

T11 i: waitedForCool i [ valveClosed i ] / 

ROOM i

T10 i: waitedForWarm i / adjustValve i

cancel_requestHeat i

T13 i: waitedForCool i /adjustValve i

T15 i: [ tooHot i ] / adjustValve i

T12 i: waitedForWarm i [ valveOpen i ] / setRequestHeat i

Figure 1. Specification of a room’s behaviour

[ ... ] is an event predicated on a condition. Sometimes the
event, condition, or action are omitted.
Each room has a valve that can be in one of three po-

sitions: closed, half open, and open. Based on the desired
temperature, each room controls its valve position, waits to
see if that action has the desired effect, and if not, com-
municates a request for heat to the controller. The event
waitedForWarm is defined as a timeout event based on
entering the state, and a delay of warmUpTime:
waitedForWarm i := Tm (En (WAIT_FOR_HEAT i)) warmUpTime;

On transition T8 the action adjustValve sets the
valve position and is defined as:
adjustValve i := Asn (valvePos i) (nextVp i);

The value assigned to the valve position depends on the dif-
ference between the desired temperature and the actual tem-
perature (from sensor input), as well as the current position
of the valve. This type of behaviour is effectively specified
using a decision table. Since we are able to use multiple no-
tations within the framework, we can interchangeably use
different notations as the expressions in an action. The func-
tion nextVp is specified by the decision table in Table 1.
For other transitions, the actions include simple expressions
as in requestHeat i := true.
Table 1 is written in a notation that describes expression-

s. Therefore, decision tables of this form are a notation in
the expression category. Given the values of the inputs (de-
sired temperature dT i, actual temperature aT i, and the

valve position valvePos i) at the current time, the table
defines a value for the next valve position (nextVp i).
Similar to AND/OR tables [32], the entries in a column
must all be true for the next valve position to have the re-
sult found at the bottom of that column. A “.” in a column
means “don’t care”. Similar to Parnas’ generalized deci-
sion tables [36], the entries in the rows can be more com-
plex than true and false. The row label is substituted for
the underscore in the row entry to form the Boolean-valued
expression.
For the purposes of this specification, it is not necessary

to specify how the actual temperature is calculated, or how
a sensor determines whether the room is occupied or not.
We use an uninterpreted function in higher-order logic to
specify this function as an expression:

aT : room -> (num)exp;

The controller (not shown) ensures that the furnace is on
if any rooms are requesting heat, and off if no room need-
s heat. Because we wish to write a specification that can
accommodate an unknown number of rooms, the controller
statechart includes transitions that trigger on expressions in
higher-order logic that include quantifiers. For example, the
trigger, [roomNeedsHeat], is defined as:

roomNeedsHeat := exists (i:Room). requestHeat i;

This example of a heating system specification has mo-
tivated the use of statecharts, decision tables, and higher-
order logic in combination within one specification. Com-
plete details on the example can be found in Day [16].

5. Categories of notations and their use

In this section, we present the categories model, action,
event, and expression. We also describe the way individu-
al notations indicate how they can be composed with oth-
er notations by referencing a particular category in a join
point. Our goal in this section is to describe the use of the
framework for creating a multi-notation specification, and
how automated typechecking regulates the combinations.
The categories are implemented as the following types in
higher-order logic: model, action, event, and exp.
If the specification passes typechecking, it will have a well
defined meaning for analysis.
We use textual representations of the notations. A textu-

al representation can match the structure of a graphical or
tabular representation. The textual representation can often
be created automatically by accessing the internal represen-
tation of a specification in a GUI-based toolkit.
Each keyword of a notation is a function in higher-order

logic. In theorem proving terminology, this is known as a
shallow embedding of the notation [10]. Join points to other



dT i - aT i C -5 <= _ C -5 <= _ C -2 <= _ C 2 < _ C 2 < _
_ < C -5 AND AND AND AND AND C 5 < _

_ < C -2 _ < C -2 _ <= C 2 _ <= C 5 _ <= C 5
valvePos i . _ = C OPEN _ = C HALF . _ = C CLOSED _ = C HALF .

nextVp i C CLOSED C HALF C CLOSED valvePos i C HALF C OPEN C OPEN

Table 1. Valve position

notations are found in the arguments to keywords. The pars-
er and typechecker of higher-order logic serve as a universal
parser and typechecker for all notations. The framework is
extensible, in that no change is needed to a keyword to use
it with a different notation of the category at a join point.

5.1. Models

A model denotes a relation between two configurations.
The relation indicates that moving from the first configura-
tion to the second is a legal step in the system. Examples
of notations in the model category are statecharts, mode-
transition tables in SCR, and Petri nets [37].
In the framework, our variant of statecharts is represent-

ed using the keyword Sc, which has the following type:

Sc : sc_structure -> model;

A textual representation capturing the hierarchical ar-
rangement of the states and transitions of a statechart are
elements of the type sc_structure. Part of a statechart
is a list of transitions, of type trans:

: trans ==
transName # stateName # event # action # stateName;

A transition is a five-tuple consisting of a label for the tran-
sition (e.g., T10), a source state name, an event, an action,
and a destination state name. The event and action elements
of a transition are join points to any event and action no-
tations, respectively. Typechecking enforces conformance
to the framework. For example, if a specifier attempts to
use an event notation as the fourth element in the repre-
sentation of a transition, typechecking would flag this non-
conformance as an error.

5.2. Actions

An action denotes a change in the values of variables.
The simplest example of an action is an assignment state-
ment. Generating primitive events is another commonly
used action. But with the flexibility of the framework, more
complex action notations are also possible – perhaps a sub-
set of a programming language.
For example, the Asn action, used in the definition of

adjustValve for transition T8 of the room statechart,
has the following type signature:

(:ty) Asn : (ty)exp -> (ty)exp -> action;

From this type signature of Asn, we know valvePos i
and nextVp i, used in the definition of adjustValve,
must be written in expression notations, and because they
use the same type variable, the return types of the two ex-
pressions must match. Table 1 specifying nextVp i is
written in an expression notation.
SCR event tables are another example of an action no-

tation. They describe what function is to be performed in
terms of the current mode and the events.
Actions describe the relationship between the value of a

particular variable in two configurations. They have a dif-
ferent required interface than models. Notations in the ac-
tion category provide information to resolve race condition-
s, or to enforce a constraint that if a variable is not explicitly
changed, it keeps its current value.

5.3. Events

An event denotes an instantaneous occurrence, such as a
change in the value of an expression between two configu-
rations. Event notations, such as that of statecharts, usually
include primitive events, changes in conditions, events in
combination with conditions, and timeouts, as well as mul-
tiple events in combinations.
For example, the type signature for the Tm keyword is:

Tm : event -> (num)exp -> event;

Tm is a keyword of a notation in the event category. Tm takes
an element expressed in any notation in the event category,
following by a numeric expression, and returns an event.
Other examples of events are the @T(expression)

and @F(expression) events of SCR.

5.4. Expressions

An expression denotes a value in a configuration. Ex-
pressions can be written in a variety of notations, such as
higher-order logic, AND/OR tables, and decision tables.
Anything that takes a configuration and returns a value is
an element of the expression category.
The decision table of Table 1 is represented textually,

using keywords such as Table and Row. The keyword
Table has the type signature:

(:ty) Table :(row)list -> ((ty)exp) list -> (ty)exp;



This type signature shows that the elements of the result row
(the second argument to Table) can be written in any no-
tation that produces expressions. The rows are composed of
expressions, i.e., join points to other expression notations,
such as other tables or logical expressions.

6. Semantics

For analysis, we determine the meaning of a multi-
notation specification from the meaning of its independent
parts. For example, the meaning of an event is used in deter-
mining the meaning of a model. Consequently, the insight
comes in finding the right collection of information that al-
lows notations in the categories to be independent, but still
work together. In this section, we describe the elements of
each category’s meaning prescribed by the interfaces, along
with a few examples of the semantics of notations in S.
In our higher-order logic implementation, the types of

the categories are elaborated to specify the information that
the notation must provide to satisfy the interface. For ex-
ample, the type event becomes a type abbreviation for a
tuple type with the five components necessary to describe
the meaning of an event. A notation such as statecharts,
then uses the meaning of its events and actions to determine
its own meaning as a model.

6.1. Models

A model is a relation between two configurations. Thus,
the type of its meaning is a mapping from a pair of configu-
rations to a Boolean value:
: model == (config # config) -> bool;

A description of the notation’s meaning in this form is
an operational semantics, and is suitable for input to model
checking analysis. The semantics of the notation that result
in this relation may be quite complex. In this paper, we can
only provide the flavour of the semantics of the statecharts
variant that we have implemented [15, 16]. These semantics
are independent of the particular event and action notations
used.
In a statechart, a set of transitions are followed in a step.

Following the transitions results in the system moving from
one set of states to another, and updating the values of the
variables. It is also necessary to update the status of events
because of the passage of time and the actions that have
occurred in this step.
To tackle the complexity, we separate the semantics into

three parts, which update the set of states, events, and ac-
tions separately. Updating the status of events and actions,
relies on the semantics of the event and action notations.
To illustrate how the semantics of one notation rely on

the interface of a notation of another category, we consider

the semantics for whether a transition is enabled or not. This
predicate is true if the system is currently in the source state
of the transition, and if the event occurred. All notations in
the event category, which will be described in Section 6.4,
must provide the predicate Occurred for its events. This
function takes arguments that are the event, a label to identi-
fy the event (in this case based on the transition name), and
a configuration:
Enabled (tr:trans) cf :=

InState (transSrc tr) cf and
Occurred (transEvent tr) (label (transName tr)) cf;

6.2. Expressions

An expression takes a configuration and returns a value:
: (ty)exp == config -> ty;

Any logical statement of this type is an expression, in-
cluding ones with uninterpreted constants, and quantifiers 2.
Thus, we can use higher-order logic expressions in combi-
nation with statechart specifications, as in the heating sys-
tem example presented in Section 4.
Another notation for expressions is decision tables. The

textual representation of the notation used in Table 1 uses
the keyword Table. The keyword Table is defined with
its semantics to return an expression [19]. Each of the cells
of the table are also expressions, meaning any expression
notation can be used in those cells. Tables can reference
other tables. For example, the result of a table can be spec-
ified by another table.

6.3. Actions

The meaning of an action needs to describe not only the
changes in variables, but also what variables are being mod-
ified, and what happens if the action is not taken. This in-
formation allows model notations to resolve race condition-
s where multiple actions affect the same variable. It also
allows the models to constrain variables to keep the value
they have in the current configuration if they are not explic-
itly changed by an action. The meaning of an action is a
three-tuple. The type action is a type abbreviation for,
: action == string #

((config # config) -> bool) #
((config # config) -> bool) ;

where the variable being modified is a string, the change
that occurs is a relation between two configurations, and
the constraint on not changing the value of the variable is
also a relation.
For example, using lambda notation in S, an assignment

statement is defined as:
2The meaning of quantification is extended to be considered relative to

the configuration.



(:ty) Asn (var:(ty)exp) (expr:(ty)exp)
:= ( name var,

\(cf, cf’). var cf’ = expr cf,
\(cf, cf’). var cf’ = var cf );

The Asn keyword takes two expressions as arguments, and
returns an action. The first part of the three-tuple is the name
of the value being modified. The second part describes its
behaviour if the assignment statement is taken. In this case,
we constrain the value of the first argument in the next con-
figuration (cf’) to be the value of the second argument in
the current configuration (cf). Using the interface descrip-
tions, we know that all expressions take a configuration as
an argument and return a value. The third part of the result
of Asn describes what happens if no action modifies the
value: it remains the same.

6.4. Events

Events have the most complicated interface of the four
categories. Giving meaning to an event may require know-
ing if a nested event is occurring in this step. Thus, events
must be independent of each other to mix and match event
notations. We illustrate the semantics of the timeout event.
A timeout event has the form Tm ev n, with the mean-

ing that the event ev occurred n time units in the past. We
call the n parameter, the delay. Our semantics use an auxil-
iary counter to record how long it has been since the even-
t last occurred. This counter is an uninterpreted function
TmCounter, which can be viewed as an array:
TmCounter : index -> (num)exp ;

where the first argument can be viewed as an index to the ar-
ray. Therefore, an element of the array is the time an even-
t last occurred. The semantics constrain the value of this
function in each step. The semantics of Tm do not assume
any finite bound on the timer.
The indices to this array must be uniquely associated

with a particular event. Rather than requiring the specifi-
er to choose these identifiers, we use an identifier scheme
based on the nesting of events. In the semantics, the func-
tion Sub modifies the index based on the hierarchy. Using
this scheme, the same timeout event used on different tran-
sitions will have multiple identical entries in the counter ar-
ray.
The meaning of an event contains five components:

occurred: takes a configuration and indicates if the event
occurred in that configuration (i.e., the event occurred
in the previous step). A timeout event occurred if the
value of the counter is equal to the amount of time the
timeout is supposed to wait, i.e., the value of the delay
in the current configuration.
TmOccurred index n cf :=

TmCounter index cf = n cf ;

Because the value of the delay is evaluated relative to a
configuration, if it is a variable, its value may change.
This part of an event’s meaning is used by a model
notation to trigger a transition.

occurs: takes two configurations and indicates if the event
is occurring in this step. For a timeout, this means the
delay matches the value of the counter function in the
next configuration cf’:

TmOccurs index n (cf,cf’) :=
TmCounter index cf’ = n cf’;

update: takes two configurations and constrains the value
of the counter functions in the next configuration to
capture the history of an event. There are two cases:
1) the event of the timeout occurs in this step, and the
counter is reset; 2) the event does not occur, and the
counter is incremented. To determine if the event of
the timeout occurs, we call the function Occurs de-
fined for the event of the timeout. We must also update
the counter for the event of the timeout, which could
potentially consist of timeouts; we do this using the
update function for the event of the timeout.

TmUpdate ev index (cf,cf’) :=
((Occurs ev (Sub index) (cf,cf’) and

TmCounter index cf’ = 0) or
(not(Occurs ev (Sub index) (cf,cf’)) and

(TmCounter index cf’ =
(TmCounter index cf + 1 )))) and

Update ev (Sub index) (cf,cf’);

This part of the meaning is used by the model to update
the status of events.

occurred at init: takes a configuration and indicates if the
event occurred in the initial configuration. We choose
the semantics that a timeout occurred in the initial con-
figuration if the value of the delay is 0, and the event
of the timeout occurred at initialization:

TmOccurredAtInit ev index n cf :=
(n cf = 0) and (OccurredAtInit ev (Sub index) cf);

The occurrence of a timeout at initialization should be
rare, since a timeout with delay of 0 should have been
specified as a simple event.

init: takes a configuration and initializes the uninterpreted
counter function used to maintain history. In the case
of timeouts, the value of the uninterpreted function is
0 if the event of the timeout occurred at initialization,
otherwise the counter may have any value because we
have no knowledge of when the event last occurred.
Additionally, the semantics enforce the initialization
of the event of the timeout:



TmInit ev index cf :=
(OccurredAtInit ev (Sub index) cf =

(TmCounter index cf = 0)
and Init ev (Sub index) cf;

We specify that an event must have these elements by
making the type event a type abbreviation for a function
that maps an index onto a five-tuple:

: event ==
index ->
( (config -> bool) # /* Occurred */

((config # config) -> bool) # /* Occurs */
((config # config) -> bool) # /* Update */
(config -> bool) # /* OccurredAtInit */
(config -> bool) ) /* Init */

);

The name of the accessor functions that isolate each of
the parts of the meaning of events are listed in the comments
above. The five components of Tm are packaged together to
define the meaning of Tm.
The choice of components of an event’s meaning is based

on our experience making the different statechart events in-
dependent of each other, and independent of the model part
of statecharts. Further work is needed to determine whether
this list is sufficient for other event notations. Discussions
of the semantics of events in other notations can be found
in Heitmeyer et al. [26] and Atlee and Buckley [5].

7. Automated formal analysis

To demonstrate how the framework is used for auto-
mated formal analysis, we have implemented completeness
and consistency checking of tables [24, 26], symbolic CTL
model checking [13], and simulation. Manipulating expres-
sions in higher-order logic usually requires the support of a
theorem prover. In Day and Joyce [18], we describe how
the semantics of the notations can be evaluated outside of
a theorem proving environment, using a technique called
symbolic functional evaluation. Once evaluated, conserva-
tive abstraction methods are used to create a finite model for
analysis. Our implementation currently uses abstraction to
propositional logic (as in Rajan [39]) and binary decision di-
agrams [12]. The result of the analysis may be conservative,
in that it allows the system to have more behaviours than the
original specification. However, by creating a bridge be-
tween the world of specification and analysis, it is possible
to do some automated analysis even if all types of queries
cannot be processed automatically. More about our link be-
tween higher-order logic and automated abstraction, includ-
ing information on how we return results in a readable man-
ner and at the correct level of abstraction, are described in
Day, Donat, and Joyce [17].
We applied all implemented types of analysis on the

heating system example presented in Section 4. For exam-
ple, we proved that when enabled, transition T8 will always

be followed in a room (say the kitchen), i.e., at this point
there is no non-determinism in the system:
prop :=
((InBasicState (IDLE_NO_HEAT KITCHEN) cf) and
(valvePos KITCHEN cf = CLOSED) and
((2 < dT KITCHEN cf - aT KITCHEN cf) and
(dT KITCHEN cf - aT KITCHEN cf <= 5)))

ImmediateResponse
((valvePos KITCHEN cf = HALF) and
(InBasicState (WAIT_FOR_HEAT KITCHEN) cf));

ImmediateResponse is an infix operator defined in
CTL as: ImmediateResponse AG
To prove this property, the model checker uses information
found in the multiple notations of the heating system spec-
ification. The change in the states is described in a state-
chart, but the change in the valve position is described in
Table 1. Also, the entries in the table are in S. The tool
is able to identify automatically that the ranges used in the
table are mutually exclusive; a property necessary to en-
sure the resulting valve position is always HALF (otherwise,
nextVp could return the result of an earlier column). To
prove this property we needed to add an environmental con-
straint that connected the definition of the trigger of transi-
tion T8 (tooCold) with the ranges used in Table 1. The
property was verified in less than a second on a Pentium II
(450MHz, 512 Mb RAM).
We have used our framework for automated analysis of

two real-world specifications. One is a description of the
International Civil Aviation Organization’s separation min-
ima for aircraft in the North Atlantic Region. This specifi-
cation was formalized using a combination of decision ta-
bles and higher-order logic. Uninterpreted functions were
used liberally in this specification, in order to maintain a
high level of abstraction. The specification was analyzed
for completeness, consistency, and symmetry. The analy-
sis showed three places not previously identified where the
specification is inconsistent [19].
In a second example, we applied model checking to an

aeronautical telecommunications network (ATN) written in
our statecharts variant and higher-order logic [3, 16]. The
specification consisted of approximately 3100 lines with pa-
rameterized components.

8. Related work

Zave and Jackson translate notations into one-sorted
first-order logic [43]. They deal with each notation individ-
ually, rather than offering guidelines for how notations fit
together. Consequently, for each new combination, there is
the question of whether the requirements specification has
a well defined meaning before analysis can proceed.
Paige describes populating the space of translations be-

tween notations, some of which are not one-to-one, as a
means of applying refinement rules for one notation to an-
other in multi-notation specifications [35].



We have concentrated on the integration of component
notations of state-transition languages, rather than on mul-
tiple model notations. For the meaning of multiple models
used in a specification, we currently use conjunction [1, 43].
Complementary to our approach is Pezzè and Young’s [38]
work on the integration of models. They translate model-
s into a common base formalism of hypergraphs, which is
similar to a labelled Petri Net. Rules for matching arcs de-
scribe how specifications in different notations interact. Our
approaches could work together by embedding the hyper-
graph formalism in higher-order logic, with the appropriate
join points to our categories of events, actions, and expres-
sions.
Avrunin et al. [7] use the common formalism of con-

stant slope linear hybrid automata, which are supported by
the HyTech verifier [2]. Hybrid automata are constructed
from Ada programs, expressions in Graphical Interval Log-
ic (GIL), and regular expressions. Hybrid automata are a
form of model, so this integration is also at the model level,
and the meaning of the composition is based on the inter-
section of the hybrid automata.
Bharadwaj and Heitmeyer [8] describe a translation from

SCR components into an intermediate form of conditional
assignments. They translate this intermediate form to the
input languages of SPIN [28] and SMV [33]. In SCR, there
is only one layer of state hierarchy, and the specification is
assumed to be deterministic before model checking analy-
sis. Other model notations, such as statecharts, have greater
complexity in their semantics because of the state hierarchy.
In our approach, we formalize the semantics and use them
directly in analysis. Furthermore, by using S as our base
formalism, the form of the semantics is less restricted than
the intermediate formalism used for SCR. We require only
that the semantics have the type of the model category.

9. Conclusions

This paper describes a framework of standard interfaces
for the use of multiple, model-oriented notations in require-
ments specification. The framework consists of the four
categories: models, events, actions, and expressions. Our
choice of these categories works quite naturally in our ex-
amples. The integration between the notations is unobtru-
sive — once the notation has been set up in the framework,
the rules on where it can be used in a multi-notation spec-
ification are straightforwardly based on types. Individual
notations specify links to a category, rather than with an-
other notation. Therefore, new notations can be added to
a category and used with the existing set of notations with-
out changing the existing notations. The framework ensures
that a multi-notation specification has a well defined mean-
ing. By providing the link between the meaning in higher-
order logic and automated analysis, new combinations of

notations can analyzed without having to implement a new
analysis tool. We have connected our framework with au-
tomated techniques, such as completeness and consistency
checking of tables, and CTL model checking.
The framework provides a way of understanding how no-

tations may be combined in a rigorous manner. Existing
descriptions of the semantics of many notations could be
“codified” in higher-order logic to extend the framework to
include these notations. The semantics for our variant of
statecharts could form the basis for including many state-
transition notations in our framework (such as SCR mode-
transition tables, and RSML). The work of Wang et al. [42]
on formalizing and integrating the dynamic and object mod-
els of OMT could aid in bringing OMT into our framework.
A means of capturing object hierarchies is necessary for
object-oriented notations. Based on the work of Bowen and
Gordon [11], which describes a shallow embedding of Z in
the object language of the HOL theorem prover, our frame-
work could be extended to include Z [41].
The framework and its supporting tools could be used

by organizations wishing to choose a custom set of nota-
tions for a particular application, such as air traffic control.
An expert would be required to write the semantics of the
notations such that they fit into the framework. Individual
specifiers would use typechecking to guide them in creat-
ing well defined specifications. The resulting specification
in the custom choice of notations can then immediately be
subjected to automated analysis. Analysis tools need not be
modified to accommodate new notations.
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